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Everyone receives compensation of some sort, as there were no negative 
responses.



About 67% spend between 4 and 8 hours and another 5 or 6% spend over 8 
hours.



It is nice to see we have respondents from all sizes of credit unions, and our group 
seems to be split fairly close to 50% above and below the 1Billlion dollar mark.



The bulk are honorarium, or a combination of honorarium and per 
meeting





A more detailed look at how credit unions are compensating 
for education.











Key Takeaways

1. 3rd Party evaluations to meet FSRA requirements
2. Regulatory Courses, both in house and board 360
3. CU provides IT Equipment, helps control risk, use of platform software such as 
Aprio, IT Phishing controls, CU email provides more secure emails
4. Recruitment programs, such as ambassador/intern
5. New Act, and the evolution of FSRA competencies 







What, if any, tools (i.e., templates, software) do you use for your evaluation?
Similar responses were grouped together

Performance plan template
We do surveys on Asprio and we discuss and share them with the Board.
Surveys, excel templates, in-camera discussions
Growth and strategic plan
Scorecard, Director Surveys
Self-report from CEO and survey
Objectives both financial, behavioral, qualitative and quantitative
360 degree feedback
Balanced scorecard.
Have a document that we use for the evaluation. Has 7 areas to be evaluated
Based on yearly goals which reflect the strategic plan
Growth plan, various surveys, interview type session
Performance against Plan, recommendations of Chair and Governance Committee
We use Excel for a Performance Matrix and supporting documents
Consultant, Surveys, Interviews, Formalized Program Templates





Is the performance review tied in with CEO compensation? (i.e., performance review needs to be at least 
75% to get partial bonus.) 38 responses

Yes %based on reached goals
We have a tiered bonus system based on hitting bench marks.
I believe the pr needs to be 80%
No performance bonus
Yes - if over expectations can receive % over base bonus, if under then % deducted from base
Scorecard yes, Director Survey is only used for development
Bonus is determined by both the rating scale of the performance review items of the CU as well as meeting a
minimum financial result.
Bonus is determined by company financial performance. Review feeds annual increase
Based on the performance of the CU.
Yes. The contract contains an optional bonus at the sole discretion of the board.
based on 80/20







Key Takeaways

1. Many tools used for performance evaluation, 3rd party used to develop CEO 
performance review, 360 evaluation, Governance professional

2. Resources used/available – C1 has tools, this is now moved over to CCUA
3. Are bonuses categorized?  Long term variable pay over 3 to 5 years?
4. Change in credit union size groupings to better reflect groups



Q&A

21


